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The ubiquitousness of digital communication technologies and social media networks 
increasingly allows more of our interactions to play out in digital rather than physical space. 
Large portions of our conversations are mediated through apps and platforms. They allow 
us to connect and disconnect whenever we like, perform ourselves in particular ways, 
carefully choose, write and re-edit our words and images to create our (multiple) personaes. 

#objectsubjectobject #control #thegaze 

When Laurie Simmons worked on her Fake Fashion series in the 1980s, mainstream image 
production and distribution was the exclusive right of a select group. The person behind the 
camera decided on which image would be created in front of the camera. Reacting to the 
objectification of women in fashion photography and popular media, Simmons placed dolls 
in various settings recycled from previous projects including household settings and tourist 
destinations, yet adjusting facial expression, gesture and lighting in order to give them a 
complex character and inner life, unseen in mainstream commercial images. About thirty-
five years later, Simmons comes full circle with How we See (2015) where women pose in 
front of the camera with their eyes shut, only to have new eyes painted onto their closed 
eyelids, giving them a doll-like character. Two different strategies to address the same 
objectification. Yet, in the latter series, one could argue, there is an acknowledgment of 
complicity: in our largely mediated representations of ourselves, to what extent have we 
converted ourselves into an object (ready to be swiped left or right)? 

This complicit factor is present as well in Petra Cortright’s 2 min. webcam video Buggin Out 
2 (2014). As she stares into the webcam, her eyes turn into Anime doll-like eyes, staring 
back at whoever is watching, challenging or playing into any possible objectification. 

#self-identity #bodypositivism #contemporaryfeminism #genderstereotypes 
#playingagirl 

Many artists have taken it upon themselves to reclaim the power of (their own) 
representation through networked media platforms. 

Angela Washko appropriated the World of Warcraft universe to engage in conversations 
with her fellow-gamers about contemporary feminism and gender stereotypes in and 
outside of the game world. She founded the Council on Gender Sensitivity and Behavioral 
Awareness in 2012 to create safe public meeting spaces that would facilitate discussions 
in the game and give a voice to those who had experienced misogynistic behaviour, racism 
and homophobia inside WoW. 

Her videos were created from these performances in the game held between 2012 and 
2016. Having experienced real impact from her actions as the Council in WoW, she turned 
her attention to the manosphere (an anti-feminist network of people, blogs, books etc. 
mobilized around the notion that men are more oppressed than women) and the theories 
and practices of pick-up artists and seduction coaches in her recent works BANGED and 
The Game: The Game. 
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Petra Collins and Arvida Byström address the challenges of living through adolescence in 
an era of hyperconnectivity. In their hands, photography becomes a means to understand 
young adult life as well as a mechanism to cope with it. They create images that resonate 
with their audience for they are images that appear self-aware, honest and unapologetic. 
Case in point is Collin’s 24 Hour Psycho, a series of intimate portraits of girls and women 
crying. Both Collins as well as Byström have a huge online following and are extremely 
successful at playing the influencer’s game. Their practice is often a (female) collaborative 
one, pushing against the traditional power balances still largely at play in fashion 
photography with which they are intimately familiar, both being models from an early age 
on. But the question of control moves beyond the dichotomy of the male/female gaze to the 
control mechanisms of social media platforms themselves. In Arvida Byström’s and Molly 
Soda’s well-known work Pics or It Didn’t Happen: Images Banned From Instagram, a 
collection of photos are gathered and printed in book form. They show images, including 
unshaved bikini lines and menstruation spots deemed too explicit or shocking - read: not 
compliant with ‘the beauty ideal’ for the female body - for Instagram. 

Washko, Collins and Byström’s practices offer alternatives to the way femininity and female 
bodies are/may/can be represented, address unbalanced societal expectations, open 
space for discussion, and reclaim power - appropriating and using the platforms that work 
for them. 

#cyberintimacies #relations #connections #digitalk 

From representation to connection; digital media platforms have become a space for 
conversation and interaction and, with that, a space which holds the promise of connectivity 
and relation. 
Molly Soda’s work holds a mirror to our mediated communication behaviour and the nature 
of our conversation in mediated space. It is painfully recognizable in All I have is my Phone 
(2016) where Soda’s facial expression alternates between a.o. bored, happy and sad while 
looking through her phone as she lies in bed. In We’ve All Been There (2016), Soda dives 
deeper into the nature of online chatroom conversation, adding layer upon layer of 
performativity and role-playing. The result is genuine doubt over who is playing with who, 
and what is (for) real, if anything, in a world of online strangers. 
If Molly Soda holds a mirror, Lauren McCarthy takes it one step further addressing the role 
of the platform in how we treat each other, and how we un/learn re/learn to engage with 
each other. Much like The Yes Men, she seems to push the boundaries of existing 
technologies and customs in the realms of surveillance, automation and network culture to 
question what is desirable. In Friendcrawl, McCarthy ‘crawled’ through 1000 of her FB 
friends for five minutes, trying to get to know them better. Working for 10 hours a day 
nonstop for a week while broadcasting live, she considered this performance a version of 
what she imagined could become an automated friend script that would instantly make IRL 
friends for her. McCarthy in a way placed herself in the position of a machine/a script 
treating her FB connections as commodities. 
But what to do if we in fact (un)learn how to have a ‘genuine’ conversation? McCarthy 
ironically comes up with a solution in US+, a supplement to Google Hangouts, which 
“analyzes speech and facial expression to improve conversation.” Monitoring your online 
conversation, it will covertly send you prompts to ask a question, to listen more or to be 
more positive. It is a tempting idea; to fight off the loss of empathy with “empathy apps”. But 
as Sherry Turkle convincingly argues in Alone Together. Why we expect more from 
technology and less from each other (2017 edition), it is one worth fighting against, for “we 
are the empathy app.” In one of her recent interviews for The Creative Independent (May, 
2018), Petra Cortright talks about having abandoned social media (with the exception of 
Twitter for soccer purposes, and Instagram for show announcements). ‘I get depressed 
thinking about view counts and likes because it’s become such a cynical, mainstream 
concept. It’s an affliction within our society. We’re just starting to see how bad things have 
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gotten as a result of social media. (...) People are obsessed with the infinite scroll. I struggle 
with being “that person” who complains about how things used to be better because that’s 
not productive. (...). I don’t know what the alternative is to social media but I want to be 
hopeful for young people now that I’m old.’  

In the meantime though, networked digital communication not only changes our 
expectations of each other both online as well as offline, but also the language we use to 
better suit the platform, or our assumed conversation partner; human or bot. Zagreb-born, 
Amsterdam-based artist Nora Turato takes language (of social media posts, but also 
advertisement and literature) to create her immersive spoken performances, printed works 
and installations. The energy of her performances - once seen, difficult to forget - lingers 
through all of her work; the pace is fast, the words an neverending associative stream of 
internet speak. In her article for Frieze (June 28, 2018) Hettie Judah writes about Turato’s 
work: ‘Structuring much of the text is the kind of ‘word salad’ James Bridle describes in his 
book New Dark Age (2018): searchable patterns of language generated by computers for 
computers, increasingly aped by human writers pushed to enhance their metrics. These are 
the formulaic headlines, chains of buzzwords, endless re-hashed ‘content’.’ 

In sum, the artists in FOR REAL play with, question, criticise the ways in which their 
personaes are being seen and heard in the digital - and physical – world. They push the 
boundaries, not only of what is expected and accepted at large, but also of the platforms 
and presentation contexts they appropriate to serve their goals. In the process, they 
challenge us to rethink who they - and we, as human beings - are becoming through these 
interactions. 
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